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Abstract. Let Ck{X) be the function space with the compact-open

topology over a Tychonoff space X and £ a continuous real-valued

function on Ck(X). A closed subset S of X is called a support for

£if £(/)=f(g) holds for any pair (/, g) of functions in Ck(X) such

that f＼s= g＼s- It is proved that the minimal support for any real-

valued continuous function on the space C k(X) exists.
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1. Introduction.

In this paper, we assume that all spaces are Tychonoff. Let C{X) be the

set of all real-valued continuous functions on X. We call a real-valued function

on C(X) a functional. Ck(X), Cn(X) and CP(X) denote function spaces over X

with the compact-open topology, the sup-norm topology and the pointwise

convergent topology respectively. For a family J. of sets, we write HJ =

r＼{A: A(=J.) and ＼JJL= VJ{A: AgJ}. For a function / on X and a subset

M of X, the restriction of / to M is denoted by /＼m. The symbol tcm denotes

the map from Ck{X) to Ck(M) defined by 7tM(f)=f＼M- We write

</, K, s}={g^Ck(X): ＼f(x)-g(x)＼<s for any x^K]

for f<=Ck(X), a compact subset K of X and a positive number s. For a basic

open set U ―</, AT, s> in Ck(X), we set supp(U)―K. R, g> and &>! denote the

real line, the first infinite ordinal and the first uncountable ordinal, respectively.

If we deal with ordinals as spaces, then we always consider usual order topo-

logies on them. Other undefined terms can be found in [1].

Let £ be a functional on C{X). A closed subset 5 of X is called a support

for £ if £(/)=£(#) holds for any pair (/, g) of functions in C(X) such that
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f＼s= g＼s. We say that a support S for f is minimal if every support for f

contains S. Let Supp f be the set of all supports for a continuous functional

£on Cft(J^).In the previous paper [4], we proved that the minimal support

for any continuous functional on CP(X) exists. Our purpose of this paper is

to give a result for any continuous functional on Ck(X):

Theorem 1. The minimal support for any continuous functional£on Ck(X)

exists,.

We note that Kundu, McCoy and Okuyama [3] proved that the compact

minimal support for any linear continuous functional on C k(X) exists. In Sec-

tion 3, we shall discuss almost cr-compactness of supports in general cases.

Our theorem is not valid for Cn(X). A simple counterexample willbe given

in Section 4.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.

To prove the theorem, we show some results.

Lemma 2. Let K be a compact subset of X and F a closed subset of X.

For any pair (/, g) of functions in Ck{X) and a positive number e, if g<=(.f,

KC＼F, £> holds, then there existsa function h in Ck{X) such that /ig</, K, s>

and h F―s f-

Proof. Put L=K＼{x^X: ＼f(x)-g(x)＼<e}. Then LnF=0 holds. Since

L is compact, there exists a continuous function r: X^>-[0, 1] such that r＼F―0

and r|i = l. Put h = fXr-＼-gX(l―r). Obviously h＼F=g＼F holds. We have

＼h{x)-f{x)＼= ＼f{x)-g{x)＼＼r{x)-l＼<e

for any ig/(. The lemma is proved.

Lemma 3. Let F be a closed subset of X and nF the restriction map from

Ck(X) into Ck(F). Then tcf is an open mat onto TtACk(X)).

Proof. By Lemma 2, we have

7cF(<f,K, £≫={^ EC,(F): |/W-^)|<s

for any xt=Kr＼F)r＼nF(Ck(X))

for any f<=Ck(X), any compact subset K of X and any positive number e

The lemma has been Droved.
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Lemma 4. For any pair (S, T) of elements of Supp £,Sf~＼Tbelongs to

Supp £.

Proof. Put A = SC＼T. Assume that there exist functions / and g in

Ck{X) such that £(/)=£|(g) and f＼A=g＼A. It is easily checked that the equality

7cs＼ns{t＼&g))))=t＼&g))

holds for the restriction map tzs. From this, we have f＼s£ns(£~＼%{g)))- By

Lemma 3, 7rs($~＼£(g)))is closed in KS(Ck(X)). There exist a compact subset

K of S and a positive number e such that </, K, t)C＼^~＼^{g))=0. Since KC＼

TdA holds, by the assumption, we have g^if, K(~＼T,s>. By Lemma 2, there

exists h in </, K", e> such that h＼T=g＼T- This is a contradiction. The lemma

is proved.

Lemma 5. C＼Supp £is a support for £.

Proof. Put S=r＼Supp £. Assume that there exist functions / and g in

Ck(X) such that f-(f)^t-(g)and f＼s=g＼s. Since / does not belong to the closed

subset £j~＼!-(g))of Ck{X), there exist a compact subset K of X and a positive

numbers such that </, K, e)r＼t＼Z(g))=0- Put L=/C＼{xeZ: |/(x)-^(x)j <s}.

Then Lr＼S ―0 holds. Using Lemma 4, by the definition of S, we can find an

element T of Supp £ such that Lr^T=0. Since g^(f, Kr＼T, £> holds, there

exists h in </, /C,£> such that h＼T=g＼T by Lemma 2. This is a contradiction.

The lemma is proved.

By Lemma 5, r＼Supp f is the minimal support for £,which proves Theorem 1.

3. Almost (T-compact minimal supports.

Let r be a cardinal. A space X is said to be almost r-compact if for any

#<r, there exists a compact subset Ka of X such that X―＼J{Ka: a<r).

Almost (y-compact spaces are said to be almost o-compact. The smallest cardinal

r such that X is almost r-compact, is denoted by cd{X). For function spaces

with the pointwise convergent topology, any minimal support is separable (See

[4]). In thissection, we shalldiscuss almost a-compactness of minimal supports.

Definition. A space X has property (a) if, for any continuous functional

f on Ck(X), the closed subset C＼Supp $ of X is almost ^-compact.

First, we give a sufficientcondition in order that X has property {a).

Lemma 6. Let W be a dense subset of Ch(S) which satisfiesthe countable
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chain condition and p a real-valued continuous function on 2). There exists a a-

compact subset A of S which satisfies the following condition (*);

(*): For any pair (/, g) of functions in <D, if f＼A=g＼A holds, then p(f)―

p{g) holds.

Proof. Let {Un : new} be a base for R and Jn the maximal disjointfamily

of non-empty basic open subsets of 3) such that ＼JjnCp~l{Un). By the maxi-

mality of Jn, ＼Jjnis a dense subset of p~＼Un). Put

A=u{supp(U): U<B＼j{7n: new}}

(for the definition of supp(U), see Section 1). Since 3) satisfiesthe countable

chain condition, A is a a -compact subset of S. To show that A satisfiesthe

condition (*),it is sufficientto show that, for any pair (/, g) of functions in

3),g<=＼JJn holds if f＼A―g＼A and /gUL holds for some n<=(o. Take a compact

subset K of S and a positive number s. Since f^＼Jjn holds, there exist an

element U of Jn and a function /iin .S>such that /ig</, if, s)r＼U. Since /i£

<£,Kr＼supp(U), £> holds, by Lemma 2, there exists a function /iin Ck(S) such

that h^{g, K, £> and /i|,UppW)= /i|sUpp(^). Since ^ is dense in Ck(S), the set

(g, K, e}r＼U is not empty. The lemma is proved.

Theorem 7. // the space Ck(X) satisfiesthe countable chain condition, then

X has property (a).

Proof. Let £ be a continuous functional on Ck(X). Put S=r＼Supp £and

£D=Ks(Ck(X)). There exists a real-valued function p on S) such that ^=p°-K&.

We can check that £) and p satisfy the conditions in Lemma 6 easily. So

there exists a (/-compact subset A of 5 which satifies the condition (*) in

Lemma 6. Obviously, A^Supp £ holds. By the minimality of (~＼Supp$, we

have C＼Supp £=A. The theorem is proved.

Vidossich [6] and Nakhmanson [5] proved that Ck(X) satisfiesthe countable

chain condition if X is submetrizable (for the definition of submetrizability, see

[1] Exercise 4.4.C. (b), page 286). We have the following corollary.

Corollary 8. // X is submetrizable {in particular, metrizable), then X has

property (a).

Proposition 9. The space q>x has property (a).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that, for

Ck(o)i), there exists a countable support for £

any continuous functional £on

To show this, we assume that
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there exists a positive number e such that, for any ≪<≪),,there exist functions

fn and ga in Ck{o)i)satisfying the following two conditions;

(a) fa I[0,a2==Sa I[0,a]>

(b) !£(/≪)-£(£≪)!>2e.

Gul'ko [2] showed that C*(a>i)is Lindelof. So the net {faiaKm^} has a cluster

point h in Ck((Oi). By the continuity of $, there exist a J8<a>i and a positive

number d such that, for any function / in </i,[0, /3],5>, |?(/)―^(/i)|<e holds.

Choose T<d)l such that /3<r and /re</i, [0, j8],5>. Then we have g-rG

</i,[0, j8],5> by (a). This contradicts the condition (b). The proposition is

proved.

Remark. Nakhmanson [5] noted that Ck(o)i) does not satisfy the countable

chain condition.

In special cases, we have a necessary condition for a space to have property

(a). The following lemma is well-known (for example, see [1] Exercise

3.4.H. (b), page 166).

Lemma 10. Let K be a compact space. If Ck(K) is separable, then K is

metrizable.

Theorem 11. Let X be a space which has a closed-and-opensubset Y such

that cd(Y)^=(Oi.If X has property (a), then every compact subset of X is

metrizable.

Proof. Suppose that a non-metrizable compact subset K of X exists.

Ck(K) is metrizable but not separable by Lemma 10. By Theorem 4.4.3 in

[1], for any a<wu there exists a non-constant continuous function £,: Ck(K)

->[0, 1] such that {^((O, 1]): a<<Oi} is discrete. Since cd(X)=(Oi holds, for

any a<wu there exists a non-empty compact subset Ka of Y such that Y =

＼J{Ka: a<<Oi＼. For any / in Ck(X) and an a<a)u we put

s(/, a)=sup{|/(*)|: zgJQ.

We define a functional f on C*(Z) by;

£(/)= 2{s(/, a)X&0r*(/)): ≪<c!}

for any / in C*(Z). Obviously f is continuous. We show that £has no almost

cr-compact support. Let S be a support for $. Suppose that there exist a /3<

a)i and a point x in /Cg such that x^SVJ'K. Take a function / in Ck(X) such
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that /Ue^HCO, 1]). There existsa function g in Ck(X) such that f＼s^K―

g＼s≫Kand g(x)=s(f, /3)+ l. We have

£(£)-£(/)= s(g,P)X$p{i:K(g))-s(f,P)XSp{nK{f))±Q.

This contradictsthe fact /|s=^-|s. So we have

F = w{iC: ≪<≪if(ZSVJK.

If S is almost (7-compact,then SvjK is also obviously. Then Y is almost a-

compact because Y is a closed-and-opensubset of S＼JK. This contradictsthe

fact crf(F)=<Wi.The theorem is proved.

Using Theorem 11, we have a space which does not have property (a).

Example. Let Z)(<Wi)be the discrete space whose cardinarity is co,. The

space Z)(<Ui)c(<yi+l)does not have property (a).

Remark. The above example shows that property (a) is not preserved

by topologicalsums in general. In fact, since Ck(D(a)i))= Cp(D(<Oi)) holds, every

continuous functional on Ck(D{oji)) has the countable minimal support (See [4]).

Obviously the space o^ + l has property {a).

4. Remarks and comments.

I. Using the same idea in the proof of Theorem 1, we can prove the fol-

lowing lemma.

Lemma 12. Let 3 be a non-empty closed subset of Ck(X). We put

Suppg^iSdX: S is closed in X, ^51(^s(2:))= 2r}.

Then the set C＼Supp£Fbelongs to Supp'J.

This lemma gives a result on the minimal support.

Theorem 13. Let £ be a continuous functional on Ck{X). For r^{Ck{X)),

we put Sr ―C＼Supp^-l{r). Then we have

nSupp£=u{S7~r<=RCk(X))}
■

The proof of Theorem 13 is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 in [4].

II. Lemma 5 and Lemma 12 are not valid for Cn(X). For any / in Cn(wJ,

/ denotes the unique extention of / to q^ + I. We define a functional £ on

Cn(o)i) by the rule |(/)=/(g>i) for any / in Cn(a)i). Then £ is continuous ov-

biously. Since [a, Q)i)(ESupp^ holds for any a<a)lf we have nSupp$―0.
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Put 3={/eCn(ffli): f(o)i)=0}. Then cJ is a non-empty closed subset of Cnia)!).

Similarly, we have r＼SnppLl ―0 also.
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